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Abstract- Reliability is an important issue in a network and when the network is energy constrained as in a wireless network then it becomes a high priority to ensure that this network is highly reliable. But this reliability is severely affected by errors and faults that occur due to multiple reasons such as Hardware malfunctioning, bugs in software, environmental hazards etc. Thus a sensor network should be fault resistant so that it can deal with these erroneous conditions effectively. This paper tries to cover issues related to fault detection and recovery mechanisms in wireless sensor networks in both theoretical and application oriented research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in embedded systems technology have made it possible to build wireless sensor nodes, which are small devices with limited memory, processing power, and energy resources [1]. Due to the low cost associated to these devices, it is possible to conceive the deployment of large scale wireless sensor networks (WSN) with potentially thousands of nodes [7]. In critical environment a high degree of dependability is required. In order to be considered dependable, WSNs must offer characteristics such as: reliability, availability and maintainability. Availability to a large extend depends on fault tolerance to keep the system working as expected. Availability on the service level means that the service delivered by a WSN (or part of it) is not affected by failures and faults in underlying components such as single nodes or node subsystems. In WSNs, the failure of such components is almost unavoidable. Most detection and recovery techniques therefore aim at reducing MTTR (the amount of time required for detecting and recovering from a failure) as much as possible. In these WSN deployments, it is common to have a node providing functionality to its neighbors. Multi hop routing is a simple example of such a service, where nodes forward messages on behalf of each other. Often, nodes assume dedicated roles such as cluster head, which implies the responsibility for certain tasks. For example, a cluster head could aggregate sensor data before it is forwarded to a base station, thereby saving energy. Nodes with stronger hardware capabilities can perform operations for other nodes that would either have to spend a significant amount of energy or would not be capable of performing these operations. These services, however, may fail due to various reasons, including radio interference, desynchronization, battery exhaustion, or dislocation. Such failures are caused by software and hardware faults, environmental conditions, malicious behavior, or bad timing of a legitimate action. In general, the consequence of such an event is that a node becomes unreachable or violates certain conditions that are essential for providing a service, for example by moving to a different location, the node cannot further provide sensor data about its former location. In some cases, a failure caused by a simple software bug can be propagated to become a massive failure of the sensor network. This results in application trials failing completely and is not acceptable in safety critical applications. Hence, our aim is to clarify the requirements for maintaining high level availability in WSNs, and to investigate the tools and mechanisms utilized in WSN research and engineering for fault detection and recovery.

In this paper, we have made a detailed analysis of various types of faults in a sensor network and have focused on enhancements of service availability in WSNs through the use of fault tolerance techniques. We present a survey of approaches to fault detection and recovery techniques in WSNs. We provide taxonomy of faults and classify the investigated approaches according to their ability to detect and tolerate faults.

II. FAILURES IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

To comprehend fault tolerance mechanisms, it is important to point out the difference between faults, errors, and failures. Various definitions of these terms have been used [3], [40]. This paper refers to the definition given in [40]:

A fault is any kind of defect that leads to an error.

An error corresponds to an incorrect (undefined) system state. Such a state may lead to a failure.

A failure is the (observable) manifestation of an error, which occurs when the system deviates from its specification and cannot deliver its intended functionality. Figure 2 illustrates the difference between fault, error, and failure. A sensor service running on node A is expected to periodically send the measurements of its sensors to an aggregation service running on node B. However, node A suffers an impact causing a loose connection with one of its sensors. Since the code implementing node...
A's service is not designed to detect and overcome such situations, an erroneous state is reached when the sensor service tries to acquire data from the sensor. Due to this state, the service does not send sensor data to the aggregation service within the specified time interval. This results in a crash or omission failure of node A observed by node B. In the scenario explained above, the fault is the loose connection of the sensor.

The error is the state of the service after trying to read the sensor data and the failure occurs when the application does not send the sensor data within the specified time interval. To provide resilience in faulty situations two main actions must be performed:
- **Fault detection.** To provide any countermeasures, the first step a system must perform is to detect that a specific functionality is or will be faulty.
- **Fault Recovery.** After the system has detected a fault, the next step is to prevent or recover from it. The main technique to achieve this goal is to replicate the components of the system that are vital for its correct operation.

### III. Source of Faults in Real WSN Applications

Ultimately, if the application in the back-end which presents the WSN data to the users suffers a fault due to some software bug or hardware failure the entire system is considered faulty. In this paper, however, we will concentrate on faults that can happen in the sensor nodes up to the sink.

#### 1) Node Faults: Nodes have several hardware and software components that can produce malfunctions. For example, the enclosure can suffer impacts and expose the hardware of the sensor node to the extreme conditions of the environment. In [27][41][39] due to stress from the environment and inadequate enclosures, the sensor nodes were exposed to direct contact with water causing short circuits. The report of a large-scale deployment in a potatoes field [20] indicated that the antennas from the nodes were quite fragile and would become loose when inserting the node into the packaging. When the battery of a node reaches a certain stage, sensor readings may become incorrect. This has been observed in [43] where many outlier readings were generated in the network caused by imminent battery failure. As demonstrated in Figure 3, hardware failures will generally lead to software failure. A Data Acquisition application will not perform properly if the underlying sensors are providing incorrect readings. Nevertheless, some hardware failures do not affect all the services in a sensor node. In the example discussed, although the node cannot be used to provide correct sensor readings it still can be used to route packages in the sensor network. Software bugs are a common source of errors in WSNs. In [44], the researchers reported that a software bug caused the longest continuous network outage taking the system offline for three days until the nodes could be reprogrammed manually. Organizing a network in clusters is an approach used in many applications, for example to extend the lifetime of the network [15]. A small number of nodes are selected to become clusterheads. They are responsible for coordinating the nodes in their clusters, for instance by collecting data from them and forwarding it to the base station. In case that a clusterhead fails, no messages of its cluster will be forwarded to the base station any longer. The clusterhead can also intentionally or due to software bugs forward incorrect information. Depending on the application case, the impact of such a failure can vary from quality degradation of measurements to alarm messages not being delivered to a back-end system. While forwarding messages, nodes can aggregate data from multiple other nodes in order to reduce the amount of data sent to the base station. One common simple approach is to calculate the average of correlated measured values such as temperature, humidity and pressure, sending only one message to the back-end. If a node generates incorrect data, the data aggregation results can suffer deviations from the real value. Also, if a node responsible for generating the aggregated data is subject to a value failure, the base station will receive incorrect information of an entire region of the network.

#### 2) Network Faults: Routing is one of the fundamental building blocks in a WSN. It is essential for collecting sensor data, distributing software and configuration updates, and for coordination among nodes. Additionally, there may be application-specific routing protocols required, for example for tracking and “following” moving objects. Faults on the routing layer can lead to dropped or misguided messages, or unacceptable delays. In WSNs, communication links between nodes are highly...
voluntary. WSNs not always yield the same delivery rate of messages in field trials as in lab trials. For instance, in [38] a delivery rate of only 58% of the messages was observed, in [36] the instability of the links between nodes lead to constant changes in the routing paths. In several scenarios of sensor networks nodes have a certain degree of mobility. In a glacial expedition [27] the experiment assumed a one hop network. The connection of the nodes to the sink was calibrated during deployment with a reliable link connection. Nevertheless, after some time the nodes moved to a different location where the node was unreachable resulting in complete loss of data from this node. Radio interference can also cause the link between nodes to become faulty. For instance, in agricultural fields the placement of the nodes must be carefully planned to take into consideration that when plants start growing the link range is considerably reduced, as discussed in [42]. Another source of link failure is the collision of messages. In [39] researchers observed a potential for collision of messages of nodes in close proximity due to a phase change and overlap. In other situations, however, nodes may have perfect link connections but the messages are not delivered to their destination due to path errors. A software bug in the routing layer can generate circular paths or simply deliver messages to the incorrect destination.

3) Sink Faults: On a higher level of the network a device (sink) that collects all the data generated in the network and propagates it to the back-end system is also subject to faults of its components. When this device fails, unless fault tolerant measurements are present, a massive failure of the network happens given that the data from the sensor nodes cannot be accessed. The sink can be deployed in areas where no permanent power supply is present, in such applications batteries together with solar cells are commonly applied [27][20][43] to provide the amount of energy necessary. In the glacial expedition reported in [27], this traditional technique has proven to be inefficient. Although this worked perfectly for other expeditions, in this glacial environment the sink suffered a power failure due to snow covering the solar cells for several days. Network infrastructure is usually also not available in the area where the sink is deployed, therefore alternative solutions such as a satellite connection are used, which cause fluctuations in the back-end network can interface. In [24] researchers indicated that during periods of severe thunderstorm activity the satellite connection becomes unavailable. Finally, the software that stores the data collected from the network, processes it and sends it to the back-end system, is subject to bugs that when present can lead to loss of data within the period where the fault occurred

IV. Failure Classification

As discussed in Section IV-A, several faults could lead to failures in wireless sensor networks: a node could be moved to a different region, causing a link failure; nodes can suffer power failure and stop responding to requests, or they can start sending arbitrary values either intentionally (after a security breach) or due to a malfunction. Here, we classify the failures that a WSN is susceptible to, which are: crash, omission, timing, value and arbitrary. These failures are the observable manifestation of underlying faults presented on Section IV-A.

1) Crash or omission: A failure by omission is determined by a service sporadically not responding to requests. For instance, this could be caused by radio interference that leads to occasional message loss. A crash failure occurs when the service at some point stops responding to any request. An omission degree f can be defined which imposes a limit to the amount of omission failures a node might have before being classified as crashed.

2) Timing: Services might fail due to a timeout in processing a request or by providing data too early. Such timing failures occur when a node responds to a request with the correct value, but the response is received out of the time interval specified by the application. Timing failures will only occur when the application specifies timing constraints.

3) Value: A service is considered having failed due to an incorrect value when the service sends a timely response, however with lack in accuracy of the delivered value. For instance, a service performing aggregation of data generated by other nodes could forward a result value to the base station that does not correctly reflect the input data. Such situations could be caused by malfunctioning software, hardware, corrupt messages, or even malicious nodes generating incorrect data.

4) Arbitrary: Arbitrary failures include all the types of failures that cannot be classified in previously described categories. In [19], Lamport has introduced the Byzantine Generals Problem in the context of distributed systems. Recent work shows how to deal with this problem in the domain of wireless sensor networks [16]. Byzantine failures describe a type of arbitrary failures that are in general caused by a malicious service that not only behaves erroneously, but also fails to behave consistently when interacting with other services and applications. In sensor networks, an aggregation service could start sending both incorrect and correct values to the sink, or a node routing messages could not forward a message despite sending an acknowledge back to the sender.

V. Fault Detection Techniques

The goal of fault detection is to verify that the services being provided are functioning properly, and in some cases to predict if they will continue to function properly in the near future. The simplest way to perform such a task is through visual observation and manual removal of incorrect values. This technique has obvious drawbacks: human interaction leads to errors, it has a high cost and it is not efficient. Hence, we investigated automatic fault detection techniques for WSN. We classified the techniques we investigated according to the parties involved in the process. Through selfdiagnosis the node itself can identify faults in its components. With group detection, several nodes monitor the behavior of another node. Finally, in hierarchical detection the fault detection is performed using a detection tree where a hierarchy is defined for the
identification of failed nodes. Often in a hierarchical detection the detection is shifted to a more powerful device such as the sink.

A. Self-Diagnosis

In many cases, nodes can identify possible failures by performing self-diagnosis. In [14], the authors propose an approach where a node would perform a self-diagnosis based on the measurements of accelerometers to determine if the node suffers from an impact that could lead to hardware malfunctions. Using a similar approach, nodes could detect when they are being moved to a different location. Another approach would be to keep track of the identities of the nodes in the neighborhood. A considerable change in the neighborhood could indicate that either the node itself or some of its previous neighbors have been moved. Faults caused by battery exhaustion can be predicted when the hardware allows the measurement of the current battery voltage [2][29]. By analyzing the battery discharge curve and the current discharge rate, an algorithm can determine an estimation of the time to death of the battery. Nodes can also identify that their current connection to surrounding nodes is unreliable by probing the link connection therefore identifying that it is isolated.

B. Group Detection

The detection of services failing due to incorrectly generated values is only possible if a reference value is available. In [18] and [6], detection mechanisms are proposed to identify faulty sensor nodes. Both algorithms are based on the idea that sensors from the same region should have similar values unless a node is at the boundary of the event-region. The algorithm starts by taking measurements of all neighbors of a node and uses the results to calculate the probability of the node being faulty. Another approach proposed in the literature is to let consumer nodes observe whether the service provider is in fact performing the operations that it is supposed to. In [26], a misbehavior detection algorithm to aid the routing layer is proposed. The misbehavior detection mechanism is based on the idea of monitoring the communication of the service provider to verify whether messages are forwarded correctly. Focusing on providing a fault-tolerant approach for clusters in WSNs, in [12] it is proposed to support the dynamic recovery of failed gateways (high-energy devices that act as clusterheads). The proposed protocol assumes that a gateway has failed only when no other gateways can communicate with it. The fault detection mechanism is based on constant status updates being exchanged between gateways and further use of a consensus algorithm.

C. Hierarchical Detection

The definition of a detection tree enables a scalable fault detection algorithm in WSN. Memento [33] proposes the usage of the network topology to forward the fault detection results of child nodes to the parent nodes and up to the sink. Each node forwards the status of the child nodes that it is monitoring to its parent node. The parent performs an aggregation (bitwise OR) operation on the results of the child nodes together with its on results and forwards it to the next level. The approach proposed by Memento scales well with the network size, however it consume resources of the network. Shifting the fault detection task to a more powerful device is an alternative that can help to increase the lifetime of the WSN. In [37], the authors propose an algorithm that puts the burden of detecting and tracing failed nodes to the base station. At first the nodes learn the network topology and send their portion of the topology information to the base station. With this information the base station learns the complete network topology which is used to send route updates as soon as it detects that nodes become silent. This approach is not applicable to event-driven WSN because in such a network sensors only send messages when there is an event that should be reported, for instance when the temperature goes above a certain limit. In [35], the authors focus on providing a solution in this context. The proposed mechanism uses a hierarchical network topology where cluster heads monitor ordinary nodes, and the base station monitors the cluster heads. To perform the monitoring, the base station and the clusterheads constantly ping those nodes that still have battery power left and that are under their direct supervision. If a node does not respond, it is marked as failed. Sympathy [30] is a debugging tool that also utilizes the hierarchical detection approach. This tool instruments the WSN with monitoring software on the sensor nodes that generates metrics data that is forwarded to a centralized sink location for analysis. With this information Sympathy is able to detect crash, timeout and omission failures and identify the fault that generated the failure.

VI. FAULT RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

Fault recovery techniques enable systems to continue operating according to their specifications even if faults of a certain type are present. As discussed in section IV, there are many potential sources for faults in WSNs. Fault tolerance techniques have been proposed in various contexts that increase the reliability of the functionality of sensor nodes in their specific domain. We attempt at giving an overview of this scattered work. The most common of these techniques is the replication of components. Although redundancy has several advantages in terms of high reliability and availability, it also increases the costs of a deployment. As an alternative, according to the specification of the project, the quality required from the WSN can be downgraded to an acceptable level. In this paper we classify the recovery techniques for WSN into two major approaches: Active and Passive replication. Active replication means that all requests are processed by all replicas, while with passive replication, a request is processed by a single instance and only when this instance fails, another instance takes over.

A. Active replication in WSN

Active replication in wireless sensor networks is naturally applied in scenarios where all, or many, nodes provide the same functionality. One example is a service that periodically provides sensor data. Nodes that run this service activate their
sensors and forward their readings to an aggregation service or to a base station. When some nodes fail to provide that information, the recipient still gets the results from other nodes, which is often sufficient. Fault recovery in the presence of active replicas is relatively straightforward. Nevertheless, for a consistent survey we present some of these approaches here: 

1) **Multipath routing**: Usually, it is desirable to avoid that a single failing node causes the partitioning of a sensor network. Thus, a network should be k-connected, which allows k − 1 nodes to fail while the network would still be connected [22]. Multipath routing [10] can be used to actively replicate routing paths. In [4], Bredin et al. proposes an algorithm that calculates the minimum amount of additional nodes and their positions to guarantee k-connectivity between nodes.

2) **Sensor value aggregation**: Sensor value fusion [28][5] is a research area that seeks to provide high-level information derived from a number of low-level sensor inputs. There, the inherent redundancy of sensor nodes can be used to provide fault-tolerant data aggregation. This is achieved through a tradeoff between the precision (the length) of the resulting sensor reading interval and the number of faulty sensors. This ensures that despite of node failures, the resulting reading interval will contain the correct sensor reading of a region.

3) **Ignore values from faulty nodes**: A simple but efficient solution to not propagate a failure of one specific node to the entire network is to ignore the data that it is generating, as applied in [14]. The major challenge in this case is the identification of the malfunctioning nodes.

**B. Passive replication in WSN**

When passive replication is applied, the primary replica receives all requests and processes them. In order to maintain consistency between replicas, the state of the primary replica and the request information are transferred to the backup replicas. Given the constraints of WSNs, applications should be designed to have only little or no state at all, which minimizes the overhead for transferring state information between nodes or eliminates it altogether. The process of recovering from a fault when using passive replication is illustrated in Figure 4 and consists of three main steps: fault detection (discussed in Section V), primary selection, and service distribution.

1) **Node selection**: After it has been established that a certain functionality is not available any longer due to a failure in the primary replica, a new service provider must be selected. After this selection phase, one or several nodes become service providers. Several approaches to how the selection is performed have been proposed. We differentiate them according to who makes the decision which party should become a service provider.

a) **Self election**: In LEACH [15], nodes periodically execute a probabilistic algorithm to establish whether they should serve as clusterhead to their neighbors. In this probabilistic rotation system, nodes keep changing their role in the network. When a clusterhead node fails, it will take only one rotation period until another node starts providing the functionality of the failed or absent node.

b) **Group election**: In [12], a reallocation of nodes that were part of a cluster that suffered a clusterhead failure is proposed. The clusterhead, called gateway, is considered to be a resourceful node. The solution presented considers that all the gateways in the network maintain a list of the nodes that are currently in their cluster and another backup list of nodes that could become part of their cluster. When a gateway fails, the nodes from its cluster are reallocated to the other gateways that have the nodes in their backup lists. If more than one gateway has a specific node in its backup list the node is assigned to the clusterhead that has the smallest communication cost.

c) **Hierarchical election**: In a hierarchical election, a coordinator selects the new primary node. This applies to the rebuilding of routing paths [37] as well as the selection of a new clusterhead [13]. The former describes an algorithm to select the node that is closest to the base station. The latter approach applies fuzzy logic in the base station to select which node will become a clusterhead. This algorithm makes use of a fuzzy descriptor, the node concentration, energy level in each node and its centrality with respect to the entire cluster.

2) **Service Distribution**: During this phase, nodes elected to become service providers must activate the
service. In some cases the service is already available on the nodes and a simple configuration change to inform the node that this service should be activated is required. However in some cases, for instance when nodes do not have enough memory to store the code of all potential services, it is necessary to inject code into the node through some technique. There are different techniques that can be used for service distribution: completely reprogramming the node, sending entire blocks of executable code, or sending small pieces of code such as scripts.

**Pre-Copy:** Pre-copying as described in [9], consists in making the code of all services available on all nodes before deployment. This allows nodes to change their behavior according to the role that they are assigned to.

**b) Code distribution:** Several approaches have been proposed for disseminating code throughout the network. Mat’e [21] is an example for a bytecode interpreter for TinyOS where code is broken into capsules of 24 instructions. These capsules can be distributed through the network and installed on nodes, which start to execute the new code. Agilla [8] is a Mat’e-based mobile agent middleware for programming wireless sensor networks. These mobile agents can be programmed to move through the network or replicate themselves to other nodes according to changes in the environment.

**c) Remote Execution:** On the one hand code migration is an approach that reduces the amount of memory required in the entire network since not all nodes need to have the application pre-installed, on the other hand it consumes energy on the nodes exchanging the code and is susceptible to link failures, which could cause long delays until the code update is completed. RemoteExecution [34], [32] is an alternative approach where low power devices transfer tasks to more powerful devices without transferring the entire application code. Instead, only the required state information is transmitted. Such an approach is especially suited for heterogeneous sensor networks with at least some resourceful nodes.

### VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we provided a thorough investigation of faults that occurred in real WSN deployments. This concise investigation provides a valuable knowledge input for future application to prevent the same kind of issues from happening. By focusing only on the faults, the lessons learned from the different deployments can be used by any application even if the investigated trial had a different research focus. We proposed taxonomy to classify faults and failures that occur in WSN. We also studied the problem of fault detection and recovery, surveying the different techniques currently applied in WSN research. A classification of the available fault tolerance techniques for wireless sensor networks has been proposed considering the various mechanisms adopted by the solutions. To our knowledge this is the first work that provides a concise survey and classification in this area. Through the classification proposed it is possible to compare the different solutions identifying the strong and weak points of each of them. This allows for a correct selection of the techniques that are more suitable to specific applications.
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